Introduction
The asymptotic behavior for jc|->oo of solutions of partial differential equations with constant coefficients has been studied by V. V. Grusin [I], W. Littman [3] , B. R. Vainberg [8] , etc (see also C. H. Wilcox [9] and J. R. Schulenberger [T] ). This paper is concerned with the asymptotic behavior of elementary solutions for a certain class of first order systems with constant coefficients. We shall give some estimates which are uniform with respect to a complex parameter taking on values in a certain region of the complex plane. (1) is (2) where f = (£i, ---j £») denotes a generic point of the real dual space 3 n of the n -dimensional euclidean space R n .
Now we state precisely the assumptions that we impose on the operator A-U = -^-j^A j ---U.
i) The N roots /U(f) of J(£; ^) = 0 are real and have constant multiplicity for all real f ^0: i.e.,
4(£;*)=n (A-*=i where we label /U(£) in decreasing order: (4) for all real ii) A root /U(f) vanishes for some real £ ^0 only if it is identically zero.
iii) The matrix A(g) = 2 f/X; is diagonalizable for any f ^0. If the matrices A j} j = l, ---,771 are hermitian, a simple criterion which ensures the conditions i) and ii) ( iii) is automatically satisfied) is found by Wilcox [9] . He calls such systems "uniformly propagative". 3) If I is a real number, [/] denotes the greatest integer not exceeding I. See also the relation (28).
D(A-lI)={v 9 v and (A-U)v are in L\R*)}.
Our aim is to establish the following theorem :
Theorem. Under the assumptions (i)-(iv) the elementary solution E(x\ X) has the following properties :
2° For every multi-index v and for every (
/, where the convergence is uniform in every compact set of (ft*-{0}). The property 1° is well-known. 2° and 3° are proved in Q4T] and 4°i n Mochizuki \J5T\ for the isotropic case:
proof for this general case can be given along same lines as for the isotropic case. 5) 4) As to the explicit formulas, see the formulas (38)-(40). 5) Wilcox [9] also proved 2° and partially 3° (non uniform estimate). His method is to reduce the problem to higher order single operator's one (Grusin-LittmanVainberg case). The author's idea in [4] is to reduce the problem to one dimensional problem by making use of spectral representation of matrices.
Some Lemmas
The following lemma is concerned with the behavior at infinity of Fourier transform of a smooth mass density concentrated on a surface, which has been investigated by Grusin 
For a proof of this lemma, see [2] . When S is a sphere, an asymptotic formula with estimate (11) is given in Appendix of [/if]. We can show (9)-(ll) for the general case in a similar way. 6 ) S need not be a closed surface. If S has a boundary, we assume that S does not contain its boundary and that ^ has compact support in S.
Let A(£) be a C°° real-valued function defined in S n -{0} with the properties (i) 1(£) is positively homogeneous of degree 1.
(ii) A(?)>0 for all ^^0.
Then the set S = {s; /l(s) = l, sG J? I/HI* ,0,ff,e)|<r"r(±{<M'(0)>H-r})|0(r)|dr.
J -00
Thus we see that /f ( | # | , 0, tf, e) are bounded continuous functions of 
exp In order to simplify the description of proof of our theorem, we now state some elementary facts as a lemma. We denote by P*(?) the projection matrix in C N onto the eigenspace of A($) corresponding to the eigenvalue ^(?).
As is well-known, Pj(f) can be represented in the form. We now return to /iO;A). If \ff-ff" <28 and 0<e<s°, is represented in the integral form: (36) Thus /i(#;<7+i£) is a sum of integrals of the type (12). By applying Lemma 2 to each ®k(jx,\ ff+ie) and putting together the above discussion, we see that E(x; ^) has the properties 2° and 3° of the theorem. The property 4° for E(x ; /I) can be shown in the same way in \J6T\. From (25), (26) and the formula:
(37) (j^E( x -G±iz} = (2nT nâ s x co for any integer /?>0, it is easy to find the explicit forms of x, tf, e) in (7) of the theorem.
In fact, by applying Lemma 2 to each @ k , we obtain for and s€[0, e°)
Here the summation £ is taken over Ik such that <0, s M *(0)>^>0 or '* that <0, s*''*(0)XO according as (T+ie or ff-is, and " -". We can also obtain for tf<0 the corresponding formulas of ef(^5 (7, e) in the same way.
